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OVERVIEW
English School offers very basic literacy classes, more advanced, tested courses
and a variety of additional opportunities for learning through social interaction.
There is a growing demand for the literacy classes. The defunct National Literacy
Programme Kha Ri Gude is used with permission. Each term has had more
requests for places in these classes which serve migrants, very seldom actually
illiterate, but with so little English that they cannot complete application forms or
placement tests. Students are primarily from the DRC and Somalia.
Classes are conducted by the manager, a trained Kha Ri Gude facilitator.
Attendance certificates were awarded for students with at least 60% attendance,
as a requirement from the second term.
The tested classes are on six levels based on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR). Each level gives opportunity for two 90 minute
classes per week over a twelve week term. Teaching is done from projected slides
which are shared on the class WhatsApp groups. Printing is minimal. Three terms
are offered per year. Written and spoken tests are done twice per term; the pass
mark is 50% for both tests.

English School offers opportunities for learning English,
which is the lingua franca of South African society. Classes
teach a spectrum of levels, from literacy up to an essay of
reflective writing on personal integration. The purpose of this
programme is to give voice and foster agency by literally
speaking repeatedly with clients about the local reality. English
School seeks to enable societal integration and selfsufficiency; to speak in a context that opens this context for
participation. Our services are intended for non-English
speaking migrants..
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The respondents to the regular (almost weekly) survey ask for more learning
opportunities. Enrichment opportunities developed by the team included two
world cafés per term and workshops including opening a bank account in South
Africa, sexual health, advocacy and paralegal assistance, dating in a foreign
culture, South African history, cell phone photography, board games, food tasting,
art expression and origami. There are always more seats at our enrichment
sessions than are taken up: we offer more learning opportunities than our
students actually attend. Local language Afrikaans lessons were offered but
discontinued due to poor attendance.
The activities of English School contribute towards equipping students for
meaningful and integrated living in the local reality. English School at Scalabrini
Centre of Cape Town offers a bespoke learning opportunity for the perceived
needs of migrants to Cape Town. Each term is systematically tracked, moderated
and recorded with reflective reports to keep the learning relevant and dynamic.

It is indeed a special achievement of English School that every class contracted
for was delivered: no classes were cancelled. Shortfalls in volunteers were made
up by the English School team.
The many administrative processes supporting the English School
have been made into templates: this is an outcome of 2018’s goal to move
towards greater sustainability for English School. The system is now totally
transparent and accountable with students doing self-sign-ins to foster personal
responsibility. Daily register updating and feedback onto the class WhatsApp
groups
encourages
attendance.
Weekly
and
term
reports
provide organisational accountability. Termly reflections allow for immediate
improvement and development.
The demand for literacy classes has increased. Despite moving from an
attendance certificate in 2018 and the first term to a 60% attendance
requirement, the output of students has increased by 59 to 212 for the year. Two
volunteers, also migrants, were identified for literacy facilitation training, as well
as small business skills training to strengthen English School’s volunteer
base besides giving the volunteers an income possibility in their own
communities.
The
student
presentation
of
autobiographical
reflections
on
integration has become a highlight of each term. During this year a total
of eighteen students presented their cornerstone essays.
Each term an excursion is undertaken to a site of local significance to promote a
sense of familiarity, promoting personal integration. This year excursions were
made to The Castle of Good Hope, the Iziko National Art Gallery and the District
Six Museum. The latter excursion included a workshop on Apartheid and was
attended by a record number of 138 students.
The bespoke curriculum for migrants to Cape Town has been shared
with partners, including St. Peter’s Strand Parish and Fisantekraal Centre for
Development, who gave acknowledgement to English School in their annual
report. The English School team has spent time sharing content with teachers at
Lawrence House.
The team went for a 120-hour task-specific training course (TEFL) at the end of
the year. This was to enhance teaching capacity and to strengthen networking in
the possible volunteer arena.

Reflections and regular surveys have prompted changes to improve the quality of
the learning opportunity English School affords:
English School will move to a dedicated office with a workstation for volunteers.
The class capacity will be decreased to 25 to ease movement of teachers and
students in the venues. It is hoped that decreased class sizes will contribute to
improved outputs.
The literacy classes will be decreased in size but increased in number to meet
rising demand thus potentially improving the quality of the class experience. At
registration, students will be flagged for a pilot handwriting class. This is to help
with developing a legible Roman script. Classes will be offered twice a week and
materials developed will be filed for future use.
The lesson plans on slides will remain available to teachers, but lesson guidelines
will be designed to encourage teacher engagement and agency, whilst forging a
stronger alignment with the CEFR skills outcomes. These lesson guidelines will be
in the training jargon of TEFL, whence the majority of volunteers hail. The hope is
that all volunteers in classes will have at least a TEFL or equivalent certificate.
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*Tested Classes mean candidates must attend two, and
pass at least one, written and spoken test.

Volunteer training has been poorly attended: an alternative plan is
that the manager will do individual meetings and monitoring with each
volunteer. The scheduling and design (by the manager) of a review and
test for every fourth lesson will be piloted, hopefully to help with the
stress of testing for the students, and also to keep teachers to the
guidelines.
The log frame of English School has been revisited: updated tools for
monitoring and evaluation will be designed and implemented.
Extra English classes, previously “enrichment”, will be given every
week of a term, with two opportunities per week so that students can
attend an extra class on the days that they would travel to the centre
for regular English lessons
The activity of English School not only facilitates the
core opportunity of learning English, but has made many small changes to
build a community of learning through which the students discover
themselves as integrated into the local reality, as must be clear from the
rich collection of photographs on our social media platform.

Moving to a country that has 11 national languages and not being able to speak one of them is
an unnerving experience. This was Steve’s experience when he moved to Cape Town for the
first time. Not only could he not speak the languages, but he was unable to practice as a doctor
any longer. Undaunted, Steve took the challenge as an opportunity and after lessons
from Scalabrini English School he began teaching the beginners English classes – with dreams of
creating his own medical research app bubbling to the foreground.
The dream
Armed with a dream, Steve left everything behind and moved to Cape Town. A medical doctor in
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), he was left with few options. Moving to South Africa however,
meant that he was no longer able to be a practicing doctor because of the level of English required Steve spoke no English, but his dream of creating a medical research app armoured him with
ambition.
Living in DRC and trying to bring his medical app to life was riddled with barriers. Steve reflects on the
problems faced by the DRC and the problems that he faced personally; “we are not connected to the
world and people don’t trust us because it’s a country with many different problems…Medicine is
research, the people who find the diseases find the medicine, but for us (DRC) we are still in the same
place.” The idea behind Steve’s app is to allow doctors and medical professionals across the world to
communicate easily.
“Share research and share ideas” – this is the basis of the app. Due to conflict or lack of infrastructure,
medicine and health care are inaccessible in many parts of the world. “We are all humans; we all have
the same diseases. I want to create something where you can speak to people and everyone can have
access to good medical advice and eventually medicine.”

In the Scalabrini melting pot
Being a part of Scalabrini has presented Steve with opportunities to interact with different people and
gain insight into ideas and dreams from around the world. “I’ve never met an Egyptian, a Somalian or a
Libyan, but I have here in South Africa - especially at Scalabrini. It is wonderful. They are very smart,
they have big dreams and different objectives, but maybe in their countries they don’t have the
opportunity to show what they can do in the world.”

From French speaker to English teacher
Before being able to springboard the app idea and gain insight into other people’s thoughts, Steve
needed to learn English. “I came from a French speaking country to a country where people speak
English. It wasn’t easy for me – I spoke no English when I arrived.” Learning to speak English was not a
smooth road, but this did little to deter Steve. “I did my best and today I am happy to teach the
newcomers at Scalabrini English School. People say I am a quiet person, but I am focused on my goal.
Life is too short, and I have a big dream. It is not just for my country or for Africa, but for the world. The
first step is communicating and getting people on board.”
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